Awakening Peace Mother
She who is here to heal the violence in your soul
The Mother of Living Peace
When Awakening Peace mother glides into your life, she does so consistently, one nurturing drop at
a time. Aqueous by nature, calming and soothing, Peace Mother has come to return you and your
mothering heart to peace.
In MotherQuest, we know a few things for certain:
Firstly, you are the expert of your world and secondly, that you are NOT broken, damaged,
intrinsically bad or deficient – in any way. We also know that in your truest nature, you are good, you
are beautiful, you are unique and you are Love. We also know that the very essence of you is Peace.
We know this because we know this, because we too have found that peace is an essence of all of
us.
In MotherQuest, the joy of each Mother Mandala is to return you to the core of your sacred and
feminine soul and the blazing truth of your own essential nature.
Peace is not the absence of discord or even the absence of conflict, because both are essential to
growth. Peace, instead, is a fluid, harmonious way of being. It is your true nature. It is the core of
who you are. Peace is the golden part of your soul that lies deeper than your stories and memories
of pain. Peace is the antithesis of violence, or acts of harm that come from a closed heart. Peace is
you without memories (of this lifetime or others) of trauma.
Peace IS.
And Peace Mother, with her gentle, powerful and undeniable presence has come to show you how
to realise and allow this part of your essence to expand its nourishing presence and activate its flow
in your life. Peace Mother quite literally is here to transform your world. To open you to your soul
burning desire to dive in and live your unique vision of peace.

It is time to release your need to learn from suffering or pain. It is time to relinquish any grip
that violence has on your soul. It is time to navigate your sacred inner terrain of feelings and
become an ambassador of peace in your world.
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Peace Mother’s Sacred Tools
Re-membering your true nature
Most of us have been raised with an acceptance or even an expectation of pain or some form of
violence is a normal part of life. A generation ago it was normal for children to receive corporal
punishment at school; two generations ago the western world was living through two world wars.
Before then, violence, pain, and suffering were a part of life in most civilisations on our planet.
Today, war, pain and suffering are still a part of life for most people living on our planet.

Is it in yours?
Do you experience more peace that your parents or grandparent’s generation?
Are you raising your creative children with a greater level of peace than you were?
Are you a champion of a more peaceful way of life?
Or do you believe that pain = reality?
Is 'no pain no gain' a slogan in your life?
Are you continuing, possibly unconsciously, to perpetuate the world view that pain is expected in
daily life? We are not just talking about physical pain here, but all pain that causes your suffering.

Peace Mother is with you asking - do you believe that suffering is a part of sentient life?
And if you do - what causes this suffering and also what ends it? How do you manage
pain, violence or turbulent emotions in your life?
Peace Mother wants to awaken in your world. She wants your experience of peace to be superior to
your acceptance of pain, she wants struggle to disappear from your world and she wants you to have
a rich lifelong love affair with peace.

What if peace was your essential nature?
That is, what if peace is the essence of you? What if the deeper you dig, the more you understand
your soul, the more peace you would find?
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What would happen if the next time your heart hurt, or you remembered a sad experience, you got
present with your feelings, rather than tried to push them away? What would happen if you gave
yourself permission to stand and feel - to experience energy-in-motion ~ your emotions ~ and let the
thunderstorm of their intensity pass through …
What would happen if you leaned into the MotherQuest Mothers who came before Peace Mother ~
that you trusted that impermanence is permanent, that every ending brings a new beginning?
Could you believe that becoming present with pain could return you to peace?

"Is suffering really necessary? Yes and no. If you had not suffered as you have, there would
be no depth to you as a human being, no humility, no compassion. You would not be reading
this now. Suffering cracks open the shell of ego, and then comes a point when it has served
its purpose. Suffering is necessary until you realise it is unnecessary."
- Eckhart Tolle

What would happen if you trusted that you are connected to a tribe of strong women? What if you
knew belonging is always available for you to lean into no matter how alone you feel, and that you
are The Mother of your world? The Sovereign Mother Queen to be precise. Would you then give
yourself permission to also be The cultivator of Peace in your world?

If it’s not YOU who can give you this permission, then who can?
In Women’s Way, the Sacred Feminine is not an active seeking force but a radiating presence.
Our feminine nature is both receptive and emanating. We are programmed deeply to extend. It is
our choice whether we extend from love, which is the truth of who we are, or we extend from our
ego or fear mind which is the illusion we dance in. Suffering and pain may have been a part of human
life, but not the Truth of our sacred nature. At any moment we can turn our other cheek and chose
to create from Love and peace, because…

Peace is already within us.
Our task as souls embodied in the feminine is to radiate and emanate our peace filled spirits ~ from
our core out. The problem though is that our bedrock of inner peace lies buried under memories of
painful experiences and stuck emotions. This stagnant energy turns mouldy and grows hairy forests
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of scary beliefs and unpleasant assumptions. Who wants to travel through scary skanky wild places
full of unprocessed beliefs?
It’s understandable that we avoid our painful recollections; we swim as far away from our buried
emotions as possible. But staying on the surface, where the waves of ever greater unpredictability
lies doesn't help either. On the surface, we are caught inside the two greatest causes of suffering,
craving (wanting what we haven't got) and aversion (not wanting what we have got). Thankfully, as
Peace Mother is here to show you, beyond your perception of violence, there is always a river of
peace flowing, even in the wildest of memories.
Peace holds no judgment and when we are brave enough to see the wholeness of our stories, without
the perspective of either 'it was good' or 'it was bad', but just was - we find the solid ground of
equanimity and the lasting peacefulness is always there.

Peace on Earth starts with me
We are now living with a level of affluence, freedom and harmony that only existed as a dream in the
vision of our ancestors. Our peace was fought for as our children's and grandchildrens' peace is also
worth fighting for. We are all capable of being pioneers of peace, and when i mean fight I mean
visioning and realising. For we each alone are responsible for being our own champion of the sacred
awakening of a peace-filled planet.
Awakening Peace Mother is now with you to help you open doorways of possibility.
She has come with the unfathomable power of water to reconnect you to your Soul’s light, to wash
away your pain and unlock our inner power of peace. She is here to let your vision of peace on earth
free AND she is here with the tools to help you do it.
It all starts with one drop.

Awakening Quest Task 1
Creating a peace filled mind
It is time to make containers of peace in your life. It is time to create Sanctuaries of peace and
reservoirs of solace. It begins with creating harmony in your thoughts and thinking.
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Awakening Peace Mother is with you now helping you create containers, in the form of daily
practices, to help you contain the flow of peace within you. Through this She is helping you build the
inner resources that become a peace-filled sanctuary for you to retreat into any time you need.

To do this, you are first asked to create the mindset of peace and then make thinking
peace a top priority in your life and seek peace in every situation.
Instead of rehearsing scenarios in your head or arguing your point of view in imaginary (and
surprisingly articulate) conversations, you are to simply choose peace and reality. It's easier to win
an argument when you are vacuuming, naked in the shower, or falling asleep at night when the
person you are arguing with is nowhere near you. Its harder to give up your addiction to
righteousness, but that is precisely what Peace Mother is asking you to do.
Your first Quest task is to stop rehearsing conversations and arguments in your head. You are to
simply give up righteous story making and if you are going into fantasy to have imaginary
arguments with others you are to imagine ONLY scenarios where you find solutions for everyone
that are win / win.

It’s not chaos it’s an opportunity to go deeper into peace
It is sadly true that not everyone will treat you the way you would like. It often appears that Life is
attempting to harden you, suck you dry and is set on draining your inner resources. It is also true that
not everyone is interested in coming home to peace. Some people are so stuck in the hell of their
own fears, lovelessness and painful stories, that they want to tear you down as well.
However, spiritually speaking and contrary to appearances, it's actually you who determines your
world.
You create illusions that you value until you are bored with them.
Illusions like I am worthless, I deserve to be treated unkindly, the world is full of struggle and other
colourful scenarios. It’s almost like we need to fall into pits of pain and suffering until we really, really
get the lesson that pain and struggle are boring.
Eventually, we snap, fall to our feet and seek another way. Or we break completely and choose
another larger playing field of pain. The choice is always ours.
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The more you choose peace and discipline yourself to her, the more you choose to become her
student, the more you will align yourself to the kind, peace-filled and loving beliefs of your essential
loving nature.
Peace will rise up, influence your choices and soothe your soul.
Violence and pain will move away from your life.
Collaboration will replace conflict.
Creativity will arise from the chaos that previously caused anger and hurt.
Peace will rise and equanimity, the Universal wisdom of Peace Mother will prevail.
It will because you will it. Because you choose it.
And the mandala of Peace Mother is here to help.

Awakening Quest Task 2
Creating sanctuaries of peace
Your next Awakening Quest task is to dedicate a physical, emotional, mental and spiritual aspect of
your life to peace. You are being asked to create containers in your life to hold and collect the
awareness of peace, so that you have reservoirs of peace to tap into when you find yourself parched
and slipping back into believing violence is the only method of coping with a life that is full of
suffering.
• Do you have a physical place of peace in your life, perhaps a garden, a park, or a meditation
chair?
• Do you have a practice - sacred dancing, prayer, chanting, swimming at the beach or yoga, that
returns you to a feeling of harmony?
• Do you regularly listen to particular music, talk to a trusted friend or therapist, mentor or guide
to help you find mental peace and balance?
• Do you have spiritual practice (or a few) that you can dip or dive into to renew your connection
to peace?
If yes ! Then for the next 21 days you are to take 5 minutes out of every day to DO one of your
peace practices.

If No! Then it’s time to get cracking!
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Your task is to explore one or many of the above suggestions to explore the expansion and
containment of peace within your life. Be mindful that your vision and experience of peace is your
own. Approach this task with sacred reverence. The more you invest in containing peace in your life
the wider your well will become.
Peace is one of the ways to journey through your Mothering years; peace is at the core of who you
already are and returning to this essential nature requires commitment and practice. Peacefulness is
a choice of path as much as it is a way of walking. Awakening Peace Mother is with you now as you
make room for peace in your life and inner worlds.

Awakening Quest Task 3
Creating your piece of Peace on Earth
Awakening Peace Mother, with her soothing waters, has come into your everyday life to return it to
peace and calm. She is ready to pour her nurturing balm over the pockets of struggle in your life and
restore you to harmony.
To do this, you are required to envisage your unique picture of what living in a peace-filled world
could look like.
What is your vision of your life, your family, your community and world vibrating at the clearest and
highest level of peace possible?

Like the blue sky above rain clouds, peace is always present.
It is up to you to believe and make it real.

Part A My Peace on Earth
Awakening Peace Mother is with you now asking you to embrace her and invite her in by defining
what peace on earth looks like for you today. It’s time to awaken to your vision of peace on earth.
Spend a minimum of 7 consecutive days asking yourself the following questions:
• What does peace on my earth look like?
• What does peace in my country, my community, my family, my relationships with my creative
children and with my partner look like?
• What does peace feel like within my soul?
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Make a tea, find a place of calm and start dreaming. Then get out your journal and start writing ...
Craft your most resplendent vision of Peace on Earth.

Part B Peace on Earth Meditation
See meditation in the Peace Mother sanctuary.
Practice Peace Mother’s Meditation daily first thing in the morning and last thing at night for 7 days
or until you have unearthed and awakened your vision of your peaceful world.
Now take a small step of action to make it happen in your life today....

With her hand in yours, it is now time to ‘shore the banks' of your own commitment to Peace by
choosing to remember that peace like love and goodness is who you truly are.
Peace Mother’s awakening tasks are to build pockets of peace or fathomless pools of inner tranquility
in your life, so you have an internal reservoir of calm to dive into anytime you need. It's time to create
not only your vision of peace on earth but also the daily practices that will enable you to live your
vision in your world.
Peace IS.
So is equanimity. The unfaltering capacity to meet life as it is.
Without reaction, without projection, without conflict, without attachment.
Peace IS. It’s up to you to make it so.

Completing your four Awakening Peace Mother Tasks opens your first commitment to
living your life from your authentic soul. These practices start the unfoldment of your
real power as a woman and a mother of your world, thus enabling you to become the
Peace filled woman of your generation.
ü
ü

A woman who knows how important her vision of peace is for her self, her loves and the
collective
A woman so connected to her peace that she is the inspiration of how to live life without
violence of any form

A woman so self-connected to her true nature that she embodies the
Universal Truth of Equanimity at all times.
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It is now time to have a little rest and regather.
When you are ready to go deeper into your Mother Quest,
Your next task is to journey through
Peace Mother’s Shadowlands …
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